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hello I need this hello I need this t mighty system?? hello
I need this hello I need this xVXH thx a lot nx 8.5 nx 8.5
download is NX 8.5 better than NX 7? I have had some
bad experiences with NX 7. hello hi hello i need this i
whant this I need this then f u xxxx world I have installed
NX 8.5 on my laptop after that i restarted the machine
then only i restarted the server(NX) then after some
updates it shows the following error message "A
connection already exists. Relevant network information
is as follows:. " yese the problem is how to solve?? I used
to use in previous version of NX. It is asking to me to
unistall the previous version. Is there any version out
there with this option?? I am using Version of Nx-6.2. I
have used the NC(Nxserver) once and it is asking me to
install so many software. I am doing this because I use nx
with a group of persons who do not has a good internet
connection. So How could I install it without any errors?
How to downgrade the software? Hi guys, I am trying to
install NX 8.5 to test it. But when i installed the license
and select the profile, it says that the network is not
valid, so I tried with a VPN and it fails and it says error
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message Please help me. Hello I have a problem
installing NX 8.5 it goes to the license server and says
some connection problem but the server is online. Hello I
have a problem installing NX 8.5 it goes to the license
server and says some connection problem but the server
is online. I need help with NX 8.5 installation, it says in
the License server some connection problems but the
server is online. hi i need this i have a problem with
installin NX 8.5. Please HELP how to download NX 8.5
it is not in the website. Hi, I have the same problem, it
shows I have an old and an old version of NX running at
the same time, I need to remove the old and the new one,
but I'm on Windows 10, when I try to uninstall the old
version it asks for a license, and it gives me a license
key, but it's not working,
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